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exLos Al grad patents ‘Tooth Fairy’ Council
tends interim

La Palma resident
snowboarder
seeking Winter
Olympic glory

Well,
sort of...

ordinance on
guest parking

By DAVID N. YOUNG
It is widely accepted that graduates of Los Alamitos High School
have made major contributions in
science, education, technology and
of course, the arts in the past 50
years.
And for John Fischer, a 1973
Los Al graduate, a funny thing happened along the way to his status as
a “Texas Super Lawyer.” He also
discovered a new role for the Tooth
Fairy.
After obtaining a law degree from
Southern Methodist University,
Fischer set out to practice intellectual property law. He did well.
Fischer has since achieved recognition by Fortune Magazine as
an “outstanding” intellectual property attorney and recognition from
Thompson-Reuters as a “Texas
Super Lawyer.”
Impressive as his legal career
might be, however, becoming a recognized patent attorney was merely
part of the story.
“One thing you might not know
about attorneys,” says Fischer, is
that “regardless of our success, after
a while most of us with we were
doing something else.”
For Fischer, it was a soul-searching journey of being a single dad,
raising a son facing significant challenges that led him to file 16 patent
applications related to the Tooth
Fairy and the creation of “toothstones” an entirely new category of
jewelry.
His story takes us back two decades, to a time when his son Sheldon was born a ‘blue baby.’ At

See Page 2
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By DARREN FRASER
The Los Alamitos City Council
voted at their meeting Monday to
extend by ten months city ordinance
which prohibits the new development
or expansion of existing multifamily
dwellings in two zoning districts unless projects satisfy new city regulaCourtesy photo
John Fischer is one of the country’s top intellectual property lawyers but this Los Al graduate is
tions for offsite parking.
becoming known around the world for his 16 patents connected to the Tooth Fairy.
The stopgap ordinance applies to
birth, his son’s umbilical cord was comment, “it was the best thing that zoning districts R2 and R3 and will
wrapped around his neck. Thank- could have happened.”
mandate more guest parking for
Even though Sheldon was speech multi-family developments. Monte
fully, Sheldon survived, but in his
first years, his son’s speech was de- delayed as a toddler, he had no trou- Collins, owner of Monte Collins
layed and he exhibited certain signs ble hearing and loved the sound of Backhoe & Equip, voiced his oppotoy trains. Watching the toy trains at sition to the ordinance when he adof autism such as ‘toe walking.’
Back then, Fischer was not yet a mall Christmas display one year, dressed the council during the public
fully established in the profession Fischer noticed a small statuette of a comments segment preceding the
of intellectual property law, so he man holding the shoulder of a small vote.
boy on the floor. He picked it up,
Collins owns property at 3342 Cerplaced it on his desk (where it re- ritos Avenue, which was rezoned in
mains today) and would often stare 2015 when the city updated its zonat it, wondering how to help his son. ing plan. Collins is negotiating to
“It reminds me of what I should be sell the property to a developer who
doing with my son.”
intends to build a 109-unit apartment
Fischer was a single dad and a complex. Collins said he and his famgood one. Slowly, with patience ily are the “targets of an agenda that
and help, Sheldon began to come makes no sense whatsoever.”
out of his shell and learned to speak.
“What I don’t understand,” asked
Things improved. “He got healthier. Collins, “is what changed between
Courtesy photo
2015 and 2017?” He said the only
Tooth Fairy Designs has perfected the process I got smarter.”
Flash-forward a decade to when thing that changed is that there are
of making toothstones and safely polishing them
and inserting them into keepsake jewelry.
Sheldon’s life became normal, his more people who do not want to see
speech was perfect and Fischer had apartments, even luxury apartments,
was not making very much money. made some money. Finally. He was next to their residences.
Making matters worse, much comfortable and competent, repreCollins said he does not understand
worse, he says, was his son’s mom. senting major clients and winning how his property now constitutes a
Eventually, says Fischer, after a intellectual property cases. “Life public health and safety emergency
series of events Sheldon’s mom was was immeasurably better,” he said.
with respect to parking in the Old
With money in the bank and Shel- Town section of the city.
deported back to Brazil. Undoubtedly, said Fischer, without further
Doug Dennington, a lawyer for the
See Tooth Fairy, Page 18
buyer of the property, echoed Collins sentiments. Dennington said that
in order to meet the standards of the
ordinance, parking at the apartment
development must constitute a specific adverse impact. “Where is the
significant, direct and unavoidable
tures necessary to secure another
impact based on written public safety
vote this June.
standards, policies or conditions? ReAbout 100 residents gathered at
spectfully, I’ve combed through the
the Cypress Community Center Friagenda report and there is no eviday to listen and ask questions about
dence to support this standard,” said
the new proposal. The property is
Dennington.
owned by Dr. Edward C. Allred,
Photo by Dave Smithson
Scott Felix of Hutton Companies,
owner of the Los Alamitos Race Voters may be asked again to rezone the Los Al the company handling the proposed
Track, and the entire track contains Race Track property.
development, noting that during an
about 300 acres and proposal centers cials, the property is currently zoned earlier agenda item, the council reon what will happen to the property PS, which will allow only public peatedly referred to the absence of
once the horse racing track closes.
or semi-public purposes. That zon- revenue to fund projects, said, “This
According to city planning offi-

Cypress voters get first look
at Town Center rezoning

Got a pet? Want its photo in the
paper? Send it to us!
The News Enterprise will highlight
local pets from the community
in our weekly ongoing feature–
Pet of the Week.
Send a photo, brief biography,
name, and breed of your pet to
editor@newsenterprise.net
See this week’s Pet of the Week
on page 2.

By DAVID N. YOUNG
Voters in the city of Cypress got
their first official look at the new
Town Center 2.0 proposal that landowners are hoping to put back on the
ballot later this year.
Following the narrow defeat of
Measure GG in 2016 (approximately
49 percent for to 51 percent against),
organizers have refined the proposal
and are trying to gather the signa-

Send us
letters

Got an opinion?
Send your letters to the editor
of the News Enterprise:
editor@newsenterprise.net

See Rezoning, Page 18

See Parking, Page 18
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3 bed., 2 remodeled baths. Family room.

3 bed., 2 remodeled baths. Family room & pool!

$899,000

$899,900

Beautiful End Unit-Leisure World!
2 bdrms, 2 baths, Laundry! Great location!

$399,999
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trees/ meadow blends with
sweeping views across
uninhabited wilderness
landscapes. Self- sufficiency
quality loam garden soil,
abundant groundwater and
free well access. Maintained
road to property. Camping
& RV’s ok. $25,900, $2,590
down.
Free brochure with additional
property descriptions, maps
photos, weather chart & area
info. 1st United Realty 1-800966-6690.

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

Local News

Safe Step Walk-In Tub!
Approved by Arthritis
Foundation. Therapeutic
Jets. Less Than 4 Inch
Step-In. Wide Door. AntiSlip Floors. American Made.
Installation Included. Call
1-800-799- 4811 for $750
Off.

MISC. FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only
$4397.00- MAKE & SAVE
MONEY with your own
bandmill- Cut lumber any
dimension. In stock ready to
ship! FREE Info/DVD: www.

Parking
From Page 1

project would generate $1 million in development fees.” He also
questioned why the city would not
consider convening a workshop to

Rezoning
From Page 1

ing excludes housing, said Los Al
spokesman Frank Sherren, who facilitated the meeting. The property’s
current public use zoning requires a
vote of the people to change.
“If this doesn’t pass, all bets are
off as to what will happen,” with the
property. “It will be out of our control,” he said, adding that the current
zoning would limit its use.
George Pardon, a community
resident who once fiercely opposed
rezoning, is now supporting the new
Town Centre proposal. He and Sherren presented the new plan which he

Tooth Fairy
From Page 1

don advancing in school, Fischer recalls one day contently sitting at his
desk and propping his feet up on a
chair. In one hand he held a plastic
box containing Sheldon’s baby teeth.
And, as usual, he would stare at
the little plastic statuette of the man
and his son. “I wondered to myself
what I could do with the baby teeth
to remind me of my duty, devotion
and the love I have for my son.”
It was a light bulb moment.
Fischer had an epiphany that has
resulted in a growing global business. Looking at the baby teeth,
Fischer somehow was inspired to
create a “tooth-stone.” Yes, a toothstone that maybe, just maybe, could
replace the stone in his favorite pendant, which had fallen out.
“It was as if God was saying, hey
John, don’t you get the idea”?
Fortuitously, his girlfriend at the
time was a dentist. She explained
to him the chemicals that should
be used to preserve the enamel and
soon, Fischer got busy making his
first piece prototype.
After crushing the teeth and using
the adhesive to create a stone, he was
less than impressed. But it worked!
His first tooth-stone was, admit-

Courtesy photo
This little plastic statuette inspired a single dad –
and – a global business.
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PERSONALS
Meet singles right now! No
paid operators, just real
people like you. Browse
greetings, exchange
messages and connect live.
Try it free. Call now: 855412-1534

REAL ESTATE

loans. Credit unimportant.
V.I.P. Trust Deed Company.
www. viploand.com Call
1-818-248-0000 Brokerprincipal. BRE01041073

SENIOR LIVING
A PLACE FOR MOM. The
nation’s largest senior living
referral service. Contact our
trusted,local experts today!
Our service is FREE/no
obligation. CALL 1-855467-6487

(562) 430-9985 Fax: (562) 430-3469
TAX SERVICES

WANTED TO BUY

Do you owe over $10,000 to
the IRS or State? Our firm
works to reduce the tax bill or
zero it out completely FAST.
Call now 1-855-993-5796.

GUITARS WANTED! Local
Musician will pay up to
$12,500 for pre-1975 Gibson,
Fender, Martin and Gretsch
guitars. Fender amplifi ers
also. Call toll free! 1-800995-1217

TRAVEL SERVICES
Tours, Vacation Packages
and Travel Packages since
1952. Visit Caravan. com
for details or call 1-800CARAVAN for catalog.

RETIRED COUPLE $$$$ for
business purpose Real Estate

DID YOU KNOW 7 IN 10
Americans or 158 million
U.S. Adults read content
from newspaper media each
week? Discover the Power
of Newspaper Advertising.
Call 916-288- 6011 or email
cecelia@ cnpa.com

DID YOU KNOW Information
is power and content is
King? Do you need timely
access to public notices
and remain relevant in
today’s hostile business
climate? Gain the edge with
California News Publishers
Association new innovative
website capublicnotice.com
and check out the FREE
One-Month Trial Smart
Search Feature. For more
information call Cecelia @
(916) 288-6011 or www.
capublicnotice.com

examine the issue since the council elected to convene just such a
workshop on the prior agenda item
relating to the development of Civic
Center properties?
Mayor Pro Tem Warren Kusumoto was the lone objection to the
vote to extend the ordinance. Ac-

cording to Kusumoto, the ordinance
“does not rigorously follow the city
code.” In order to extend the ordinance, 4/5 of the council had to vote
in favor. Both Mayor Troy Edgar
and councilmember Richard Murphy
mentioned they received unanimous
public support in favor of extending

the ordinance when the issue was
broached at the last council meeting.
Also on Monday, the council
elected to schedule a workshop to
review the Highest and Best Use
(HABU) study being prepared by
the firm, Jones Lang Lasalle, with
respect to the best of Civic Center

properties. The firm recently completed two sub-studies relating to the
feasibility of erecting a hotel on one
of the properties as well as a general assessment report on the conditions of Civic Center properties. The
council will examine these reports at
the workshop.

said has undergone many improvements since the last offering.
Some citizens, however, were
not happy that organizers could not
cite specific development dates, but
Sherren said the development would
not begin until there is no longer racing at the track. “I don’t know when
that will be,” said Sherren.
Residents listened intently to the
proposal and began to ask questions.
Some were not necessarily against
the idea, but were unhappy with the
lack of specificity in the proposal.
Dave Sluga, an engineer, thinks
the public will by approving the
measure exponentially increase the
property value and that one park is
simply not enough value for the city.

“There’s going to be a big windfall
there for Dr. Allred. I don’t know if
twenty acres is enough compensation for the city.” Sluga said after
the meeting he was open to consider
a proposal to change the zoning, but
wants to see more financial comparisons and charts before supporting it.
Sluga said he agreed with Pardon
that new residents and businesses
will generate new property and sales
taxes, but those taxes will be needed
to fund new police, firemen, roads
and other infrastructure to support
such an addition to the community,
said Sluga.
“By my calculations, [the property
will] be worth more than a billion”
if voters approve the zoning change,

said resident Mario Baio. “When I
see this, I want more precise information. The city needs to know,” he
said. Baio even offered to help put
a more precise project plan together.
Both men said later they realize
something has to be done with the
property, but they somehow want a
better deal for the city. Others in the
audience hinted the same thing in
their questioning.
Jayme Crisafi, however, who has
lived in Cypress since 1972, said she
is in favor of the initiative, and said
“I can’t imagine why people don’t
want to see that revenue replaced
when the track closes.” Regarding
the vague language in the proposal,
she says “It (Los Al Race Track)

could close in ten years. You can’t
predict what it will look like then.”
She said this issue needs to be considered as a “fiduciary matter.”
Crisafi agreed with Sherren and
Pardon saying that if this measure
does not pass, “Dr. Allred’s heirs
will sell it off piecemeal and we’ll
get hospitals, a church, a mosque, a
synagogue and the revenue won’t be
replaced.”
For now, organizers say they will
work to gather the signatures needed
and that they are open minded and
willing to listen to residents’ concerns. A total of 2600 signatures is
needed by the end of this month, to
get the initiative on this June’s ballot.

tedly, one of the ugliest pieces of
jewelry ever created.
Nevertheless, through trial and
error, he learned how to fill and solidify a single baby tooth, and later
how to best preserve the natural
enamel surface for display as a beautiful stone. Then he and his team designed methods and equipment for
high precision shaping of the toothstone and finally, they figured out
how to optimize the orientation and
placement of the new ‘life-stones’
into jewelry.
About the same time, Fischer
won a patent infringement settlement for a large jewelry industry
client. Grateful for Fischer’s work,
the client agreed to provide him the
metal jewelry into which the “toothstones” could be secured.
Fischer was ready to launch his
company, Tooth Fairy Designs, and
the patents were filed.
Though Fischer had reason to be
optimistic and was making good
progress, it literally took years of
research and development to perfect
making a tooth-stone from a single
baby tooth.
According to Fischer, making a
tooth-stone “is a surprisingly complex task, given the fragility of the
teeth, their small size, individuality,
irregular topography and the thin
layer of enamel.”
Once Fischer was able to locate
the proper equipment and able to
refine the process to create professional grade “tooth-stones,” they
began to market them to potential
buyers.
At first, he visited craft shows
only but then a website and other
shows. The product attracted buyers
and Fischer kept careful notes. From
his very first buyer until now, for
Fischer, it is the immense satisfac-

tion that his keepsake jewelry brings
to the buyers that he says is most rewarding.
“The response from when people
see the produce inspires us,” says
Fischer. “People who see the product love it.”
For sure, Tooth Fairy stones are
not for everyone. “The emotional
draw for our product is proportional
to how involved they were as parents
or how much they struggled,” says
Fischer.
So far, he’s learned that customers who buy his product are adults
looking for jewelry that goes beyond

with a chief executive of a leading
Swiss jewelry company.
“The problem is that you’ve created an entire new category of jewelry,” the president told him. “Our
product exists nowhere else on the
planet,” says Fischer, which may be
a problem, but also a fact in which
Fischer takes immense pride.
Fischer has learned how to overcome the new category problem and
has identified some other obstacles
as well.
One of them was the perception of
children. Kids here and around the
world of course know that the Tooth
Fairy takes their teeth from under the
pillow and leaves them a reward. If
the baby teeth magically reappear,
kids will have questions, right?
Fischer figured out he could instruct parents to tell their children
that the Tooth Fairy doesn’t need to
keep the baby teeth for very long.
It worked. One massive market advantage for Fischer is that jewelry is
most often linked to “emotional attachment of the buyer.”
On that score, says Fischer, “we
beat them all.”
As of now, Fischer says the hobby
is now his second full time job. His
company, Tooth Fairy Designs, has
a website and is gaining traction in
the market. It’s not hard to see why.
In the United States alone, 92 million baby teeth are lost each year.
Globally, billions of baby teeth are
lost. “Every baby tooth is unique as
the child who loses it,” says Fischer,
and they make unique, individual
jewelry that can last a lifetime.
Currently, Fischer is still practicing law and he’s got a team to
help him grow the company. The
company has finally begun to grow
quickly. They have refined the product, learned to market it and accord-

Courtesy photo
Sheldon overcame many challenges and is today
a proud soldier in the United States Army.

everyday attraction. “(Our customers) seek greater meaning in their
jewelry, such as gifts from loved
one such as expressions of faith and
devotion.”
His best customers, at the moment, are parents of young adults
and grandparents. Fischer recently
attended the Basal Switzerland Jewelry show to compare his tooth-stone
jewelry to some of the best jewelry
in the world.
Not unexpectedly, he learned that
creating an entirely new category of
jewelry is not an easy task.
After showing Swiss buyers the
product, the most common remark
was “I’ve never heard of this,” says
Fischer. Undaunted, Fischer met

Courtesy photo
It took Fisher many years to find the proper
equipment to perfect the process of making
toothstones.

ing, tooth-stone jewelry is getting
more acceptance in his unique category of keepsake jewelry.
Fischer and two of his three sisters
are Los Al graduates. Jan Burke, the
older of the three, is recipient of the
prestigious Edgar award and is well
known worldwide for her mystery
writing. His one-year older sister,
Sandra (Sandy) Cvar, is the beauty
of the family and a professional artist, so success runs in the family – as
does the tradition of Los Alamitos
graduates.
Asked if he is included in the Los
Alamitos High School Wall of Fame,
Fischer jokes he is more likely qualified for the Wall of Shame. “I often
created quite a bit of havoc with my
1963 Corvette when lived in Los
Alamitos,” he laughs. Fischer still
has many family members there
and fondly remembers growing up
in the Larwin tract near Los Al high
school.
Now, he practices law and manufactures his tooth-stone jewelry in
Texas. His son Sheldon is well on
his way to following in the family
tradition and is today a proud soldier
in the U.S. Army. Life is good for
Fischer and the living is easy.
They say everything is big in
Texas, and for sure, so is John Fischer’s smile.

